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Genius-level Talent Profile

Frames of mind - Gifts/Intelligence

Select the frames of mind you feel you possess.
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2.Music (Sound Smart)

1.Bodily/ Kinesthetic (Body Smart)
Coordination - Object manipulation
I am gifted at moving my body. I have incredible timing, body control, and balance when moving my arms, legs, and fingers. I also have
good spatial and bodily awareness.

Recognizing tone, rhythm, pitch, and timbre
I have a gift for understanding the many elements that go into making sounds and music. I am good at using my voice. I am good at
playing instruments.  

3.Logical/Mathematical (Numbers/Reasoning Smart)
Recognizing relationships, patterns, and trends
I am gifted at reasoning through complex tasks. My ability to reason helps me with numbers, problem-solving, organizing internally and
externally, and recognizing different patterns.

4.Existential (Life Smart)
Making sense of heavenly nuanced and complex subject matters
I am gifted at understanding theology and philosophy. My curiosity and ability to reason help me to provide logical answers for difficult
questions.

5.Interpersonal (People Smart)
Intuitive at reading other people
I am gifted at understanding people and what inspires their behavior. I am gifted at empathizing and using my imagination to feel what
others are feeling. 

6.Intra-personal (Self Smart)
Understanding oneself - Processing internal emotions 
I am gifted at understanding my strengths, weaknesses, and what I am feeling. I am good at performing when I am uncomfortable.

7.Naturalist (Nature Smart)
Distinguishing between nature’s features - Survival instincts
I am gifted at recognizing, calculating, and predicting the shifts in nature and in animals. I am also gifted at recognizing the different
elements of nature such as plants, rocks, animals, and weather.

8.Linguistic (Word Smart)
Expressing through language, verbal and written
I am gifted at using words to connect with others. I am also gifted at giving speeches and using words to express my thoughts, feelings
and describe experiences.

9.Spatial (Picture Smart)
Visualizing 3D - Image manipulation
I am gifted at understanding how shapes fit and work together. I am also gifted at creating art, putting things together, and navigating
space with precision. 

Genius-level Talent is a unique ability made up of some combination of heightened
intelligence/giftedness, capable of being developed into an elite-level skill. Look at the list below and
select the gifts/intelligence you feel you possess. Avoid the temptation to validate your gifts/intelligence
with what you think. Work to validate your gifts/intelligence with what you feel.
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Qualify your genius-level Talent....

Does your Giftedness/intelligence provide you with the

experience of...

Pre-established aptitude for a specific field of knowledge - You were born with the
understanding...you always knew

Enhanced instincts - Your gut feeling provides you with great directions, awareness, and
incredible timing. 

Enhanced memory - Your ability to retain  specific information seems infinite. 

.
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Searchlight GLT - Searchlight profiles refer to forms of giftedness/intelligence being equal. 
"I'm good at everything"

Laser GLT - Laser profiles refer to forms of giftedness/intelligence being more prominent than the
most outstanding forms of giftedness/intelligence.
"I"m good at most things...but I'm exceptional at these two things"

Now that you have discovered your Genius-level Talent, you'll need to qualify it. The questions below will help
you confirm your gifts, develop your confidence, and move into the future with certainty about what makes you
special.

Which glt profile best describes you?

What about your glt and our process makes sense?

What about your glt and our process does not make sense?


